MOBILE TECHNOLOGIES
Technology and Prayer in the Palm of Your Hand

Faith in a Digital World
Internet connectivity has broken free from the confines of desktop computers and found a new home in mobile devices. The Department of Internet Ministries works hard to keep up with the latest technology so that content can be accessed any day, any time. With our well-designed mobile apps and eBooks, reading the days’ scripture readings, fasting guidelines, saints, feasts, prayers, and hymnology are just a touch away.

Daily Readings App
Easily access the day’s Bible readings or lives of the saints or look up fasting guidelines for each day right on your mobile device.

eBooks and Music
Add all of these fantastic resources to your mobile devices.
The Daily Readings App on your mobile device is the easiest way to access the day’s Bible readings prescribed by the Typikon and Lectionary of the Ecumenical Patriarchate. The Daily Readings App also lets you read the lives of the saints or lookup fasting guidelines for each day, right on your device.

In 2013, in collaboration with the American Bible Society, the Department of Internet Ministries released the Daily Readings: Military Edition App. The Military Edition includes articles and prayers geared towards men and women in the Armed Services.

The Daily Readings app is available for iOS, Android, Windows Mobile, Kindle Fire, and Nokia platforms. Visit mobileapps.goarch.org to learn how to download.

Ebooks & Music

With the proliferation of technologies such as eBooks, eLearning, and digital music, it is essential for the Church to keep up with this advancement, while at the same time discerning what is appropriate for use in and outside of the church setting. The Department of Internet Ministries has been working with several Archdiocesan Departments to develop Orthodox content in these new formats. Visit mobileapps.goarch.org for links to download.

Great Vespers of St. Demetrios music album

eBook edition of Archbishop Demetrios’ Ways of the Lord

Byzantine Music Theory Guide of the Archdiocesan School of Byzantine Music

My Orthodox Prayer Book
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